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We work closely with our members, the public health workforce and wider community to develop and implement a wide range of policy and projects to educate and empower individuals, effect change and celebrate excellence.
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In this section you will find a wide variety of tools and resources to develop your practice, as well as HV opportunities.
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See our **Parenting Through Coronavirus (COVID-19)** page for useful links and resources to maintain the health and wellbeing of all families.
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We are able to offer a range of contemporary training programmes and professional conferences to support the personal and professional development of practitioners.
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This section is for updating on recent news, iHV training, awards, events and upcoming conferences.
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Health visitors play a vital role in ensuring that every child gets the best possible start in life! And the iHV supports health visitors to do just that!

Membership of the iHV is open to anyone working in the area of health visiting. It is a widely recognised mark of commitment to health visiting and brings real professional benefits.

We are the fastest growing professional network for health visitors.
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	Support us	Support us

Every year around 700,000 babies are born in the UK and it is essential that each and every one has the best chance of a healthy and productive life.

The iHV receives no core funding from government or the NHS, what it can achieve will be determined by the income it can raise itself.
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	Watch our short film, ‘Health visiting in your community’






	Top tips for parents - use our helpful factsheets to find expert advice on key areas of looking after your baby or child






	Read 'Health Visiting in England: A Vision for the Future' - our evidence-based blueprint to rebuild health visiting services






	Join us - Membership of the iHV brings health visitors and practitioners together as a professional community
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Latest News & Voices






 
NEWS


19th March 2024

iHV joins UK charities’ call for action to address decline in babies’ health








 
NEWS


18th March 2024

New resource to support #SUDCAwareness









 
VOICES


19th March 2024

Parliamentary launch of first national Sudden Unexplained Death in Childhood (SUDC) Awareness Day

















Upcoming Training and Events
 










NEW! Postnatal Contraception Workshop | 2 MAY 2024



Changing Conversations: Autism and Supporting Behaviour Ambassadors | 18 APR 2024



Emotional Wellbeing Visits Champions Training Programme | 30 APR & 1 MAY - Booking now!



PIMH Champions Training | 15 & 16 MAY 2024



LGBTQI+ People & PMH Champions Training | 4 JUN - Booking now!



This Mum Moves Ambassador Training | 10 JUN 2024 now booking



Fathers & Perinatal Mental Health Champions Training | 18 JUN 2024



Leading Excellence in Practice Programme | BOOKING NOW – DON’T MISS OUT!


 




New Training

Please contact [email protected] for more information



See all Training
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iHV Evidence-based Practice Conference 2024 | WED 3 JUL - Bookings now open



iHV Insights | Working together to safeguard children | THU 28 MAR 2024



Let us know about other events - use our easy form


 




Upcoming Events

Use the arrows to scroll through upcoming events
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Latest Publications




Read iHV State of Health Visiting 2023, UK Survey Report: Millions supported as others miss out



Read iHV report: Understanding the rise in 0–4-year-old Emergency Department (ED) attendances and changing health visiting practice



Read iHV Annual Report 2022-23 Year 11



Quick links to our latest publications below: 




Our Vision

Good Practice Points

Parent Tips
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iHV Film: Can you see my baby? Health visitors prevent emergencies 


This iHV film showcases the vital role of health visitors in reducing A&E attendances for babies and young children. The film hears from parents about the crucial support that their health visitor provided to them, boosting their confidence in managing their child’s health. The film is relevant for health visitors across the UK, and you can use it to promote the work that you do – so please do use and share it.








iHV Film: Health visiting in your community 


This inspiring film showcases the breadth of health visitors’ work and their critical role in supporting the health and wellbeing of thousands and thousands of families every week. The film is relevant for health visitors across the UK, and you can use it to promote the work that you do – so please do use and share it.








 #ShapingUs - The Princess of Wales spotlights the vital role of Health Visitors

This new film shines a much-needed spotlight on health visiting, produced by The Royal Foundation Centre for Early Childhood in partnership with the Institute of Health Visiting.

The film showcases Her Royal Highness The Princess of Wales shadowing health visitors to gain a deeper insight into their role. 
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